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If you've picked up this eBook, it's likely
because you're eager to discover the secrets
of closing out Q4 with a bang! Get ready to
uncover the five crucial LinkedIn and social
selling tactics that will propel you to success
as a business developer or salesperson. 

So buckle up and get ready to learn how to
finish the last quarter of this year strong!
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11Tune Up Your
LinkedIn Profile
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Update your profile content with new achievements and
relevant posts.
Review and adjust your About section to match your
current focus and goals.
Ensure your profile message aligns with your target
audience and reflects your current role.
Check your banner and use it strategically to promote
events or key initiatives.
Update your cover story to match the story you want to
convey to your network.
If your profile picture is over 5 years old, update it to
reflect your current appearance.
Align your headshot with your everyday professional look,
whether business attire or casual attire.
Review and update the items in your featured content
section to ensure they remain relevant.
Ask yourself, "Does this sound like me today?" to maintain
profile accuracy.
Keep a 30,000-foot view perspective to ensure your
profile aligns with your overall goals and image.

Here's a concise checklist to help
you refresh your LinkedIn profile
and finish the last quarter of the
year with a bang.
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22Take
Inventory of
Your
Connections
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Key Tips:

 Identify Recent Connections:

Break the Ice:

 Prioritize Outreach: 

As the year draws to a close, it's vital to take an
inventory of your LinkedIn connections, making
the most of your network before the year ends.

Export your LinkedIn connections and focus on
those you've connected with in the last three
months, as they are more likely to remember you.

When reaching out to these recent connections,
acknowledge the date of your initial connection to jog
their memory. For example, say, "Hey, [Name], I'm not
sure if you recall, but we connected back in [Month
Year]. I'm reaching out because..."

Consider prioritizing connections made more recently
for your year-end outreach, reserving contacts from
years past for the start of the new year to kick off
2024 with renewed connections.
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33Ring Bells For
Opportunities
to Start
Conversations
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LinkedIn's "Bell" feature is a hidden gem that can
supercharge your engagement on the platform by
alerting you when your connections post new
content. Here's why it matters:

Ring the Bell
for specific
connections
to get instant
notifications
about their
updates,
providing you
with a prime
opportunity to
engage in
relevant
conversations

Engage with
the content of
others and
interact with
their
comments to
boost visibility
and showcase
your thought
leadership.

Consistent
engagement
with someone
can result in
your content
appearing in
their feed,
expanding your
reach and
keeping you on
their radar.

Starting
Conversations

Engaging
with Others'

Content: 

Algorithm
Insights:

1 2 3
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44Engage with
Content Your
Prospects Like
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As you aim to close the Q4 with a bang,
leveraging this method is essential to
maximize your engagement and connections
on LinkedIn. By identifying which industry
influencer your prospect is following or
engaging with, you can spark conversations
that make your interactions more
meaningful. 

This not only enhances your network but also
positions you to nurture relationships and
potentially secure valuable opportunities. 

In the final quarter, this approach becomes
even more critical, as it allows you to focus
on key influencers whose content aligns with
your target audience, making it an effective
strategy to end the year with a bang.
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55Prospecting
Through Social
Proximity
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Social proximity refers to identifying the pathways
and connections that can help you reach your
desired goals and prospects. Here’s how you can
apply it directly to your prospecting activities:

1. Start by tapping into your immediate network,
your 1st-degree connections, to identify potential
prospects or opportunities.
2. Focus on the warm social proximity, which
includes friends of friends and connections of
connections.
3. In Q4, identify your top clients from the year and
consider their connections.
4. Conduct a thorough search within your top clients'
connections to find individuals or businesses similar
to your ideal prospects.
5. Reach out to your clients and request
introductions or permission to drop their names
when approaching potential prospects.
6. Utilize client referrals as the most effective and
straightforward method to initiate sales
conversations and make a strong start in
prospecting.
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